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Policy Context
The Motorways of the Sea policy is key for the overall integration of EU's transport
corridors and a prerequisite for efficient logistics

DETAILED IMPLEMENTATION PLAN (DIP)
I. Environment
II. Integration of Maritime Transport in logistic chains
III. Maritime safety, traffic management, human element/training

The Picasso Project is the only project approved under the CEF-2015 - Transport call
specifically targeting Maritime Safety and the Human element and entailing a wide
disciplinary and geographical coverage

Background
Picasso project was built upon on the results of the Monalisa 2.0 and other TEN-T
projects

Act. 1 – Sea Traffic Management
Operations and Tools
Act. 2 – Sea Traffic Management
Definition Phase Study

Act. 3 – Safer Ships and safer
onshore operations
Act. 4 – Operational Safety –
training for crews and port
operator

PICASSO at a glance














Project Leader: SASEMAR
Duration: 26 months (May 2016-June 2018)
Budget: 3,8 Million EUR
CEF Funding: 1,9 Million EUR
9 Countries - ES, PT, GR, IL, SE, IT, UK, CY, MT
14 Beneficiaries (+ 5 implementing bodies)
30 Letters of Support (from the industry, the academy and policy makers)

The overall goal is to achieve a modern and developed maritime sector, with a
capable and up-to-date work force that enables the sector to become
greener, safer and more efficient and sustainable

PICASSO Consortium
Coordinator

Co-coordinator
Beneficiaries

Overall Structure
PICASSO is organised in 4 core activities:

1. On shore/on board safety and security – Led by Valencia Port
Foundation
2. Emergency simulations – Led by Malta Transport Authority
3. Training and human factor – Led by SASEMAR
4. Action coordination and communication – Led by SASEMAR

Overview of the progress - Technical activities
Act. 1 – On-shore/on-board safety & security
Aim:
- Use of new technologies applied to on-shore environments like ports and on-board
devices like drones or unmanned vehicles.
- Develop and test in real operational environments new solutions oriented to increase
safety and security capabilities on ports and specifically within their maritime-land
interfaces.
Description of the actual progress:
 Analysis and characterisation of the safety and security conditions;
 Identification of the most crucial risks for the pilot actions at Port of Valencia.
 Two pilots will be developed and tested in the framework of Activity 1 until the
end of the project in June 2018.

Activity 1: Next Steps & Expected Results
Next Steps:
Port of Valencia:
• Deployment of an underwater unmanned vehicle equipped with a combination
of technologies able to inspect and monitor the water surroundings of vessels
berthed at ports.
• The underwater vehicle will monitor and transmit real time information (i.e. hull
pictures) to a control centre where an image database will register every image,
thus creating a repository and data processing tool, improving the efficiency of
the system.
Port of Dover:
• Pilot focused on the monitoring of passengers movements within port terminals.

Overview of the progress - Technical activities
Act. 2 – Emergency Simulations
Aim:
- Focus on the occurrence of emergency situations and will propose new solutions
and procedures for a better, faster and more efficient emergency reaction.

Emergency Drill – Port of Limassol
Results
• Emergency Drill – Port of Limassol – to test the Behaviour-Based Safety (BBS)
methodology can improve the behavior of seafarers. Simulation of a fire in cabin in a
lower deck simulated by smoke and evacuation process (April 2018)

Next Steps & Expected Results
• Methodologies, procedures, tools and emergency systems for ship evacuation,
crowd simulation, risk analysis and crisis management;
• New procedure for crew to see secondary routes;
• Benefit of the call of technology in location and accounting of crew and passengers
(interdependency with activity 3);.

Mass Evacuation Exercise – Port of La Valletta

Mass Evacuation Exercise – Port of La Valletta
• 205 crew members to be evacuated;
• 06:00 – The pilot took the injury badges to the cruise ship
(priority 1, 2 and 3);
• 06:30 – Simulation of 5 severely injured crew members
evacuated from the ship and taken to Boiler Wharf;
• 5 ambulances took them to the hospital and escorted by police
motorcycle (10 minutes);
• The emergency call was made by 112 to give a true test on the
real time circumstances;
• Throughout the route to the hospital, police and civil authority
officers were placed to control traffic junctions to free the route
to the ambulance;
• Ship was very well organized with the check of each crew
member using their electronic tag;
• Controlled evacuation of the crew into the tenders and a SAR
craft;
• The crew members were taken to the triage area (Boiler Wharf)
to different priority areas.

Mass Evacuation Exercise – Port of La Valletta
Next Steps & Expected Results
• A company has been commissioned to present a risk assessment and an
evacuation plan (first draft);
• To evaluate the exercise and produce the final report;
• Feedback has been requested to stakeholders;
• Formal de-briefing will take place on the 27th of June with the stakeholders and
participants;
• The captain and the DPA were happy with the procedures and set-up as
displayed during the exercise.

Mass Evacuation Exercise – Port of La Valletta
First Conclusions
The main aim of MALTEX-EVAC 2017 was achieved, by bringing together an
extensive emergency response and management system that demonstrated the
ability to effectively mitigate the risks of a Mass Rescue Operation, which has been
based on the Stakeholders planning, professionalism, volunteers, resources and
adequacy of facilities.
Main highlights:
• Report and Alarm;
• Scaling up;
• Leadership and Coordination;
• Transport Malta and all other
stakeholders may consider the use of
electronic identification systems (RFID’s).

Overview of the progress - Technical activities
Act. 3 – Training and human factor
Aim: ensure required training of maritime transportation staff, as the key elements
to prevent accidents. Paying due care to the safety concerns in this project, an
innovative systems for safety and training will be developed.
Description of the actual progress:
✓ First steps for detecting men overboard or hazards to navigation of small
dimensions (software delivered)
✓ Launched of the SAR procurement

Activity 3: Training and human factor
Next Steps & Expected Results
• Software for detecting men overboard or hazards to navigation of small
dimensions has been tested in the laboratory and is ready for the flight
campaign.
•

Design serious game to train the auxiliary staff of a RO-PAX ferry with their
emergency tasks assigned according to the muster list;

•

Training on Advanced Port Fire Fighters (March 2018)

• Collaboration with IMRF to create and run a course dealing with the planning of
MRO.
• Technical and operational skills: assessment of training and simulation needs with
respects to LNG maritime and port operations development:
• Identification of gaps in Standard Operational Procedures (SOP).

Activity 4: Communication and Dissemination
Events & News

Roll-up & Brochures

Website & Social Networks

Impact of PICASSO Project
•
•

•

•

Pilots that will allow for the increase of safety and security capabilities on ports,
and specifically, within their maritime land-interfaces;
Limassol Exercise: new procedure for crew to see secondary routes and to
account for the benefit of the call of technologies in location and accounting for
crew and passengers (highlighting & establishing interdependency with activity
3);
MALTEX-Evac 2017: “world-first” mass evacuation drill owing not only to the
evacuation of passengers at sea and in the port from the ships’ side but also by
testing the land emergency response, responding to the concerns raised by the
Valletta Declaration on Maritime Transport Policies;
Development of software and training courses to further improve the staff’s skills
and response in terms of safety and security matters.

Identification of new lines of action and priorities to attain a modern, safe and developed

maritime sector

Follow-up of PICASSO Project
•

Set-up a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) focused on the lessons learnt in
order to stimulate/educate the maritime stakeholders to promote best practices
in safety and security on the maritime sector

•

To scale up the type and number of pilots to be tested (with different
geomorphologic characteristics)

•

To enlarge the training component

Follow up of Picasso Project – next CEF call or Horizon 2020

Social media and contact information
You can find us on:
http://picassoproject.eu/
https://twitter.com/Picasso_EU
For more information contact us:
José Diaz Pérez - josemdp@centrojovellanos.es
Ana Vaz Raposo – avr@magellan-association.org

Thank you for your attention!

